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1 B-theory Old and New: On Ontological Commitment Daniel M. Johnson Abstract: The most important argument against the B-theory of time is the paraphrase argument. The major defense against that argument is the “new” tenseless theory of time, which is built on what I will call the “indexical reply” to the paraphrase argument. The move from the “old” tenseless theory of time to the new is most centrally a change of viewpoint about the nature and determiners of ontological commitment. Ironically, though, the new tenseless theorists have generally not paid enough sustained, direct attention to that notion. I will defend a general criterion of ontological commitment and apply it to generate a version of the new tenseless theory of time. I will argue that many of the extant versions of the new tenseless theory of time (specifically, all those which seek to identify tenseless truth-conditions of tensed sentences as a way out of apparent ontological commitment to tensed features of reality) are unsatisfactory because their general criterion of ontological commitment is inadequate. Those versions of the new tenseless theory which are adequate (specifically, those which identify tenseless truthmakers for tensed sentences) actually entail the criterion of ontological commitment that I defend, despite appearances to the contrary.



The most important argument against the B-theory of time is the paraphrase argument. The major defense against that argument is the “new” tenseless theory of time, which is built on what I will call the “indexical reply” to the paraphrase argument. The move from the “old” tenseless theory of time to the new is most centrally a change of viewpoint about the nature and determiners of ontological commitment. Ironically, though, the new tenseless theorists have generally not paid enough sustained, direct attention to that notion. For example, many new tenseless theorists have tried to identify tenseless truth-conditions for tensed sentences without really investigating whether identifying truth-conditions for sentences is in general a good way to escape apparent ontological commitments (in this case, to tensed features of reality).1 And critics of the new tenseless theorists have generally not challenged this blind spot, focusing their attacks on particular proposed truth-conditions rather than on the whole project of identifying truthconditions to escape apparent ontological commitments.



1



An exception is Dyke (2008), especially chapters 2 and 3.



2 I will defend a general criterion of ontological commitment and apply it to generate a version of the new tenseless theory of time. I will argue that many of the extant versions of the new tenseless theory of time (specifically, all those which seek to identify tenseless truthconditions of tensed sentences as a way out of apparent ontological commitment to tensed features of reality) are unsatisfactory because their general criterion of ontological commitment is inadequate. Those versions of the new tenseless theory which are adequate (specifically, those which identify tenseless truthmakers for tensed sentences) actually entail the criterion of ontological commitment that I defend, despite appearances to the contrary. My discussion will highlight an interesting point about the dialectical situation between the new tenseless theorists and their critics: the “indexical reply” to the paraphrase argument is powerful independently of the fate of particular versions of the new tenseless theory, and A-theorists’ attacks against particular versions of the new tenseless theory are to a significant extent misguided.



1. The Paraphrase Argument and the Indexical Reply A-theory and B-theory are competing claims about what exists. Since the philosophers involved in the debate are mainly interested in preserving ordinary beliefs and assertions about time, A-theory and B-theory generally involve claims about the ontological commitments of ordinary temporal beliefs and assertions. B-theory therefore can be cast as a claim about ontological commitment. Actually, it is two claims, one positive and one negative. The positive claim is that true temporal sentences, propositions about the past, the present, and the future, carry a commitment to things standing in before/after relations. The negative claim is that true



3 tensed sentences do not carry commitment to anything irreducibly tensed or any irreducible Adeterminations – anything temporal other than things standing in before/after relations.2 The 20th century’s most commonly recognized way out of apparent ontological commitment is paraphrase. So B-theorists for a long time focused on finding paraphrases of Asentences which don’t involve tense or A-determinations. A-theorists, on the other hand, argued that no such paraphrases are to be found. This has formed the core of their most important argument against B-theory, the paraphrase argument: if ontological commitment to something irreducibly A-theoretic (either A-properties, or the tensed having of properties, or tensed existence, or something in the vicinity) is to be avoided, then there must be paraphrases which do not employ A-theoretic language available for the true sentences which do employ A-theoretic language. But there aren’t any such paraphrases. So ontological commitment to something irreducibly A-theoretic is unavoidable. A-theorists have been very successful in poking holes in all the proposed translation schemas for paraphrasing A-sentences, the most famous of which are the token-reflexive analysis and the date analysis. They have been so successful, in fact, that it is generally acknowledged even by B-theorists that there is no way to paraphrase A-sentences into Bsentences. The failure of these attempts at translation has given rise to a new kind of B-theory, called the “new tenseless theory of time.” The “old” tenseless theory accepted that paraphrase is the way out of ontological commitment and tried to provide paraphrases for A-sentences. The “new” tenseless theory denies that paraphrase is needed to avoid ontological commitment. 2



All this assumes that eliminativism about tensed sentences is not an option for the B-theorist. Nathan Oaklander (2003) apparently tries elimination, but as far as I can tell, denying that there are any truths about the past or the future seems to me to result in McTaggart’s denial of the reality of time. Suppose that it is false (or nonsense) that I will die, false that I was born, false that I am now writing this or that I have written this or that I will write this. It is false that the origin of the earth is past, false even that anything is in the past, and false that I have any future at all (much less a future in professional philosophy). Surely it would follow that nothing changes, that time itself and change are unreal.



4 The occasion for the new tenseless theory’s move away from paraphrase as a necessary way out of ontological commitment was the development of a new semantics, particularly the direct reference theories of indexicals and demonstratives associated particularly with Kaplan.3 According to this new view of indexicals, two tokens of the same sentence type can express very different content (a different proposition), because what the indexical contributes to the content (the individual to which it directly refers) varies with the context. Paraphrase, though, is a relation between sentence types, not sentence tokens, and so any sentence which paraphrases a sentence with an indexical must vary in the content it expresses in the same way that the sentence with the indexical does. This means that the indexical may be ineliminable by paraphrase, even if the content (proposition) expressed by any given token of the sentence can be expressed by another sentence that does not employ an indexical. The new tenseless theorists took a look at this view of indexicals and insisted that the untranslatability of the indexical surely could not be relevant for ontological commitment, and claimed that tense and A-determinations function as indexicals. This is the “indexical reply” to the paraphrase argument. The untranslatability of indexicals (like “I” and “me”) surely cannot be relevant to ontological commitment, the reply goes; I am not committed to anything more when I say “I am over six feet tall” than you are when you say that “Dan is over six feet tall” (because I am Dan), despite the fact that the former cannot be paraphrased as the latter. Since indexicals are ineliminable by paraphrase, paraphrase must not be necessary to get out of an apparent ontological commitment. And if A-language functions relevantly like other indexicals, the fact that it cannot be eliminated by paraphrase should also prove irrelevant for ontological commitment. So the paraphrase argument against Btheory fails. 3



Smith (1994).



5



2. A Criterion for Ontological Commitment and a New Tenseless Theory of Time The new tenseless theorists therefore abandoned paraphrase as a necessary way out of ontological commitment because of motivations stemming from the new semantics for indexicals. Their proposals for what should replace paraphrase as the determiner of ontological commitment, though, are not well-developed or well-motivated. The “new tenseless theory of time” is actually a jumble of different theories, each with its own criterion of ontological commitment. And the central component of each theory, the criterion of ontological commitment, is hardly ever examined carefully as a general criterion for ontological commitment. In this section, I will outline and defend a general criterion for ontological commitment. Applying it to the debate over the nature of time will yield a version of the new tenseless theory of time. In the next two sections, I will argue that alternative versions of the new tenseless theory of time either fail because their general criterion of ontological commitment is inadequate or succeed because they entail the criterion I advance. The criterion of ontological commitment I will defend is as follows: the ontological commitment of a belief or assertion is determined by features of the base proposition of the proposition expressed by the belief or assertion. The way out of apparent ontological commitment is not paraphrase but ontological explanation.4 Ontological explanation, I stipulate, is explanation what, as when we explain what knowledge is or what it is for an action to be obligatory. Of these two forms, objectual and propositional, the propositional form is the more fundamental: we explain what X is just in case we explain what it is for X to exist. Ontological explanation is a relation between propositions. It 4



For a more detailed development and defense of this claim, see Johnson (unpublished a)



6 is a relation between propositions rather than sentence-types because it need not respect indexicals: if I ask you “what is it for me to be a human being?” you may rightly answer “it is for you to be a rational animal,” even though those very sentence-types could be tokened in different circumstances in which “I” and “you” do not have the same referent.5 It is a relation between propositions rather than sentence-tokens because the relation can hold even between propositions which have never been expressed by a sentence-token. If what it is for there to be a human being is for there to be a rational animal, that would be the case even if “there is a human being” and “there is a rational animal” had never been tokened. Finally, it is a relation between propositions rather than states of affairs because, if p ontologically explains q, only one state of affairs is needed to make both p and q true. If what it is for an action to be obligatory is for it to be a command of God, then only one state of affairs – the action’s having been commanded by God – is needed to ground the truth of both propositions (that an action is commanded by God and that an action is obligatory).6 Ontological explanation is asymmetric – if what it is for a human being to exist is for a rational animal to exist, then it is not the case that what it is for a rational animal to exist is for a human being to exist. The explanation only goes in one direction. That is because when one proposition ontologically explains another, the first corresponds to the same piece of reality (reports the same state of affairs) but somehow gets closer to that reality than the proposition it explains.7 That means that, barring an infinite series of ontological explanations without a first member, each proposition has a base proposition – a proposition which ontologically explains it 5



I am assuming for the sake of argument that Aristotle’s account of human beings is correct. The relevant sense of “state of affairs” here is David Armstrong’s, according to which a state of affairs exists only if it obtains and so is suited to be a truthmaker for a proposition. It seems to me that there is no reason to believe in “states of affairs” in the sense meant in Plantinga (1974), according to which there is one state of affairs corresponding to each proposition (true or false), unless states of affairs just are propositions. The term “fact” is used in a variety of ways; sometimes it means a state of affairs in Armstrong’s sense, while other times it seems to mean a true proposition. Ontological explanation relations can hold even between false propositions. 7 I do not know what that “closeness” amounts to; presumably, a good theory of truth would illuminate this question. 6



7 and has no further ontological explanation.8 (Each base proposition is its own base proposition.) A proposition’s ontological commitment is determined by its base proposition. Why think that this is a correct criterion for ontological commitment? Well, first, ontological explanation does seem intuitively reductive. If what it is for there to be a human being is for there to be a rational animal, it seems that my belief that there is a human being commits me only to rational animals and nothing else; if what it is for there to be a person is for there to be a series of person-stages connecting by causal and memorial relations, then it seems that my belief in persons commits me only to person-stages and the relevant relations rather than to any actually enduring entity. Second, ontological explanation bears at least two significant advantages over paraphrase that make it better suited to be the way out of ontological commitment. The first is that it need not respect our inability to paraphrase indexicals away when determining ontological commitment, because ontological explanation holds between propositions rather than sentence types. If something like a direct reference theory of indexicals is true, then an indexical like “I” may contribute the same individual to a proposition that another indexical, like “you,” contributes when uttered in a different context. So it may be that the sentence “I am over six feet tall” expresses the same proposition as “Dan is over six feet tall.” Intuitively, if I am Dan, the two sentences should not carry different ontological commitments, and making the proposition the locus of ontological commitment (and ontological explanation the way out of apparent



8



For an argument against the possibility of ungrounded infinite regresses of ontological explanation, see Johnson (unpublished b). If such ungrounded infinite regresses are possible, though, my criterion has the result than none of the propositions in the series have any ontological commitment. And that seems like just the right result – ontological explanation is reductive, and an ungrounded infinite regress of ontological explanations reduces without end, never getting any closer to a fundamental description of reality. It stands to reason that such an infinite series wouldn’t carry an ontological commitment of any sort.



8 ontological commitment) rather than sentence-types (and paraphrase) accords with this intuitive judgment. The second advantage of ontological explanation over paraphrase is that ontological explanation has a direction while paraphrase does not. If a sentence s is a good paraphrase of a sentence t, then t is also a good paraphrase of s. Not so for ontological explanation, which is asymmetric. This is important for a criterion of ontological commitment, because sometimes a paraphrase can take away an apparent ontological commitment, but sometimes it can reveal an ontological commitment that was not apparent. Take an example from Frank Jackson’s wellknown early paper on ontological commitment: the sentence “there are differences between Frank and Joe” can be paraphrased as “Frank and Joe differ.”9 The former sentence seems to carry an ontological commitment to differences, while the latter sentence doesn’t seem to. Jackson seems to think that the availability of this paraphrase shows that even the former sentence does not actually carry a commitment to differences, but that conclusion is too quick. After all, the paraphrase goes the other way as well: “Frank and Joe differ” can be paraphrased as “there are differences between Frank and Joe.” And it may well be that the world must contain qualities and relations (either tropes or universals) to ground the truth of a sentence like “Frank and Joe differ.” If that is so, then it is actually the former sentence, the one which apparently carries a commitment to differences, which is closer to reality and which reveals an ontological commitment that isn’t apparent in the latter sentence. The moral is this: finding one sentence which paraphrases another sentence underdetermines which sentence captures the ontological commitments that both share, because paraphrase does not have a direction. Ontological explanation solves this problem because it has a direction: if p ontologically explains q, then q



9



See Jackson (1980).



9 does not also ontologically explain p; p is the more fundamental of the two.10 The ontological commitments of a belief, assertion, or sentence are determined by the base proposition of the believed, asserted, or expressed proposition. So ontological explanation (and its corresponding emphasis on propositions rather than sentence-types) is superior to paraphrase as a criterion of ontological commitment. However, making ontological explanation the criterion has a further advantage in that it very powerfully explains the 20th-century’s long-established association between paraphrase and ontological commitment. There is a very close tie between ontological explanation and paraphrase: usually, when you have an ontological explanation, you have a paraphrase, and identifying paraphrases can be a useful clue to the presence of an ontological explanation. Generally, the only time you have an ontological explanation without a paraphrase is when an indexical is involved, because then a single sentence-type will express different propositions when tokened in different circumstances, making paraphrase and ontological explanation come apart. So the criterion I have advanced has the considerable advantage of explaining the plausibility and power of the criterion it is meant to replace. This criterion can be combined with the indexical reply to the paraphrase argument in the debate over tensed language in order to generate a version of the new tenseless theory of time. If A-determinations and tense function as indexicals, then they directly refer to the time of utterance, while past and future tense and A-determinations involve a direct reference to the time of utterance plus an ascription of before- or after-relations to that time. As a result they express the same propositions as other sentences which contain other sorts of devices for direct reference that refer to the same time. The sentence “It is now raining,” when uttered at t1, expresses the same proposition as the sentence “It is raining at t1,” assuming that t1 names the time. “It rained 10



It is of course a further epistemological question how ontological explanations might reliably be identified.



10 in the past,” uttered at t1, expresses the same proposition as “It rained before t1.” Though tense is ineliminable by paraphrase, it is eliminable in the proposition expressed by tensed sentences. In other words, the proposition itself is not tensed; it is just that some of the sentences which express it employ tense (an indexical, a device of direct reference) in order to express it. And since, according to the criterion I have advanced, it is the proposition rather than the sentence that is the determiner of ontological commitment (and, correspondingly, ontological explanation rather than paraphrase the way out of the apparent ontological commitments of a proposition), then A-sentences don’t carry an ontological commitment to tensed features of reality unless the propositions they express carry commitments to tensed features of reality. But the propositions they express do not carry commitments to tensed features of reality if tense and A-determinations function as directly referential indexicals. So, if tense and A-determinations do indeed function as indexicals, they do not carry an ontological commitment to irreducibly tensed features of reality. There is one cluster of objections that threatens this version of the new tenseless theory of time, raised by Michelle Beer and a number of others since. Beer casts it as an objection to the claim that A-sentences can express the same proposition as B-sentences. She notes that Adeterminations are not eliminable from belief-ascriptions, as they should be, she thinks, if the propositions they express can be expressed with B-sentences. I can believe that “Jeff’s birthday is on April 4” without believing that “Jeff’s birthday is today.” I can know a priori that “t2 is at t2” but I cannot know a priori that “t2 is now.”11 Mellor adds that the tensed beliefs contribute essentially to the explanation of action. I may know all week that “Jeff’s birthday is on April 4,” but I spring into action (baking a cake, lighting candles, etc.) only when I realize that “Jeff’s



11



Beer (1994); see also Beer (2010).



11 birthday is today.”12 If propositions are the objects of belief, it looks like A-sentences must express different propositions than B-sentences. The first thing to note in reply to this objection is that exactly the same observations apply to all indexicals – this is just John Perry’s problem of the essential indexical.13 It even applies to other devices of direct reference like names – the problem parallels that famously identified by Kripke.14 These objections therefore do not threaten the parallel established between tense and A-determinations on the one hand and other indexicals like “I” on the other. Surely the ineliminability by paraphrase of the indexical “I” does not matter for the purposes of ontological commitment. Surely I am not committed to anything more than you are when I assert that “I am over six feet tall” and you assert that “Dan is over six feet tall.” So these objections don’t threaten the new tenseless theory of time in general.15 However, they do threaten my version of it. In fact, they threaten my whole criterion for ontological commitment. If propositions need to respect the ineliminability of indexicals, then it isn’t the propositions which matter for ontological commitment. However, if we abandon my account of ontological commitment, we lose the explanation of why paraphrase has been so closely tied up with ontological commitment for so long, and we lose all the other theoretical benefits of my account. If there is another way out of this problem, we should take it. And there is a way out, one which even has independent motivation. The standard reply to Perry’s problem, a version of which is proposed by Perry himself, is to claim that beliefs (and other propositional attitudes) are individuated not only by their propositional content but also by some other feature. Perry identified this other feature as a belief-state; he claimed that a belief is made up not only by 12



Mellor (1998), chapter 5. Perry (1979). 14 Kripke (1979). 15 Indeed, Beer uses the argument to motivate a different version of the new tenseless theory of time. I will argue in section 4 that her view ends up entailing the one I have advanced. 13



12 what is believed (the proposition) but also by how it is believed, and this second factor is instrumental in explaining action and in explaining the irreducibility of the indexical in characterizing the belief and the ability to have knowledge a priori. This characterization of the extra factor in belief is a bit vague, and others have proposed more specific versions. Some have identified the extra factor with a Kaplanian character, a function from context to content (proposition) that corresponds to a sentence-type. The development of two-dimensional semantics has resulted in many other options as well.16 This strategy has independent plausibility. It preserves much of the way we talk about beliefs. We will often say that you and I agree, that we believe the same thing, which I express by “I am over six feet tall” and you express by “Dan is over six feet tall.” There is no truth here of which you are ignorant. More forcefully, there is no truth here of which God is ignorant. God cannot truly believe something that he expresses as “I am over six feet tall” and I can; but surely it isn’t the case that I know something God doesn’t.17 Similarly, it preserves the common sense view that there is a sense in which I do not change what I believe as time passes – today I believe that yesterday was Monday, while tomorrow I will believe that two days ago it was Monday; I haven’t changed my mind or corrected myself.18 At the same time, this strategy preserves the contrary ways in which we talk about beliefs, which are captured in the examples that motivate the problem of the essential indexical in the first place. There is a sense in which I do change my beliefs as time passes and a sense in which I learn something new when I learn that I am Dan. There is reason to continue to accept, therefore, that indexicals are eliminable from the



16



See Chalmers (2006). We’ll put aside the question of whether Jesus was God and was over six feet tall. The example could be modified rather easily. 18 Richard (1981). 17



13 propositions that they are used to express. There is reason to think that my version of the new tenseless theory of time escapes the objection based on the problem of the essential indexical.



3. Unsatisfactory Versions of the New Tenseless Theory of Time: Truth-Conditions The most common replacement for finding paraphrases as a way out of ontological commitment has been the finding of truth-conditions. The truth-conditions for a sentence are conditions which are necessary and sufficient for that sentence to be true. The “sentence” for which truth-conditions are to be found must be a sentence token, because the truth-conditions for a sentence type will need to be true in all the circumstances that the sentence-type could be truly tokened, which means that indexicals will remain ineliminable in those truth-conditions.19 Btheorists who subscribe to this criterion argue that it is possible to identify the truth-conditions for any given token of an A-sentence which do not themselves employ tense or Adeterminations. Smart expresses this by saying that the truth-conditions for a token are expressible in a semantic metalanguage that does not employ tense. It is important to note here that the versions of the new tenseless theory of time are more helpfully categorized by the view of ontological commitment they presuppose than in any other way. It is common to identify the token-reflexive and date-analysis views as the two major versions of the tenseless theory of time, but these views take completely different forms depending on which criterion for ontological commitment they are paired with – there are tokenreflexive and date-analysis versions of the old tenseless theory of time where they are offered as



19



D.H. Mellor may not have been perfectly clear in his original proposal along these lines, but Oaklander clears this up nicely. See Oaklander (1994), 59. Truth-conditions for a sentence-type will most likely end up just being a paraphrase of that sentence – what Stephen Torre (2009) calls “meaning truth-conditions” – since the two sentences will have the same truth-values when uttered in the same contexts. L.A. Paul’s (1997) “sentence-type” version of the new tenseless theory of time, which I will discuss in a moment, actually attempts to give truth-conditions for sentence-types relative to a context of evaluation, not sentence-types by themselves.



14 paraphrases of A-sentences and there are token-reflexive and date-analysis versions of the new theory of time where they are offered as truth-conditions for A-sentence tokens. I will argue that the identification of truth-conditions for a sentence is an inadequate criterion for determining the ontological commitments of that sentence, and that as a result the truth-condition versions of the new tenseless theory of time are inadequate as well. There are three problems with this criterion for ontological commitment, the first two of which parallel the problems that infect paraphrase as a criterion for ontological commitment: it cannot handle indexicals properly, it does not have a direction, and it makes it too easy to get out of apparent ontological commitments. First, the giving of truth-conditions for sentence tokens doesn’t escape all of the problems with indexicals that infected the giving of paraphrases of sentence-types. That is because the context in which a sentence is tokened is essential for determining the referent of the indexicals involved (for taking the sentence to the proposition it expresses), but nevertheless the context of utterance might not be essential to the sentence-token. The most-discussed objections to the new tenseless theory of time (which happen to be objections to various attempts to give tenseless truth-conditions for tensed sentence-tokens), mostly generated by Quentin Smith, exploit this merely contingent relationship between a tensed sentence-token and the context which determines what proposition it expresses. The best replies to objections in the family of Smith’s, I will argue, approach success only insofar as they succeed in tying the sentence token essentially to the proposition which it expresses. The best strategy, therefore, is just to make propositions the locus of ontological commitment. Smith’s objections to the date-analysis and token-reflexive versions of the attempt to give tenseless truth-conditions are of a piece: all exploit the gap between the sentence-token and the



15 proposition it expresses.20 For one thing, the context (which takes the sentence type to the proposition it expresses) may not be essential to the token, which means that truth-conditions for the token may have to themselves express different propositions in different contexts. This is Smith’s best objection to the date-analysis version of the truth-condition tenseless theory of time. It may be that the very same token could have been uttered at a different date, and the truthconditions for the token will need to respect that and not involve a particular date.21 For another thing, an attempt to avoid this last problem and make the context essential to the token will very likely need to involve essential reference to the token, which will build into the truth-conditions something more than the proposition expressed by the token. This is Smith’s objection to the token-reflexive version of the truth-condition tenseless theory of time. Suppose that a token A of “it is raining now” is true if and only if it is raining simultaneously with token A and that a token B of “it is raining presently” is true if and only if it is raining simultaneously with token B. Suppose further that the two tokens are uttered simultaneously. The two token sentences mean the same thing and should be equivalent. But their truth-conditions do not imply one another – because one contains an essential reference to token A and the other contains an essential reference to token B.22 These problems arise because finding truth-conditions for sentence tokens forces the truth-conditions (which are supposed to determine ontological commitment) to respect the context that takes a sentence to a proposition, rather than just the proposition itself. The solution? Make the proposition the locus of ontological commitment, not the sentence-token, and new tenseless theorists are absolved of the responsibility for finding tenseless truth-conditions of tensed sentence-tokens.



20



Smith’s original critique is found in his (1987), though the discussion has continued in numerous publications since. 21 This argument can be found in Smith (1999), 236-237. 22 See Smith (1987), 379.



16 There has been a series of thoughtful responses to Smith’s arguments in the last two decades, but I will argue that they succeed only insofar as they tie sentence tokens to propositions, and since they do so only imperfectly, B-theorists are best advised to make propositions rather than sentence-tokens the locus of ontological commitment. The first attempt to meet Smith’s objections that is important to mention is Heather Dyke’s, who claims that token-reflexive truth-conditions can escape the objections. She offers the following token reflexive truth-conditions for tensed sentences: any token U of the sentence “the forest is on fire now” is true if and only if U is simultaneous with the forest’s being on fire; while any token T of the sentence “now the forest is on fire” is true if and only if T is simultaneous with the forest’s being on fire. Her reply to Smith’s objection that the two sets of truth-conditions do not entail each other (because they employ references to different tokens), but should, crucially employs a counterfactual: “the production of a token of [the one sentence] does not entail that a simultaneous token of [the other sentence] is also produced, but it does entail that if such a token is produced it will be true.”23 In other words, a token of U being true is a situation would entail that had a token of T been produced in that same situation, it would have been true as well. This is, more generally, her strategy for dealing with true sentences which haven’t been tokened.24 This strategy really amounts to an attempt to localize ontological commitment to propositions while avoiding ontological commitment to propositions, by replacing propositions with counterfactuals involving sentence tokens. The use of counterfactuals dooms this strategy to failure – counterfactual analyses of metaphysically substantive entities or properties are notoriously subject to counterexample, so much so that some have labeled the use of



23 24



Dyke (2002), 348. Dyke (2002), 342.



17 counterfactual analyses the “conditional fallacy,” and this attempt is no different. 25 Suppose there is a forest fire, but this particular forest fire has a wizard watching over it, and if anyone utters a sentence beginning with the word “now,” the wizard immediately puts out the fire, even before the rest of the sentence is uttered. In that case, a token of the sentence “the forest is on fire now” would be true if uttered, but that does not entail that were a token of the sentence “now the forest is on fire” would be true if uttered. In fact, the latter sentence would be false if uttered, because the wizard would put out the fire as soon as he heard the first word. But surely the two sentences are still equivalent, and so Dyke’s attempt to use counterfactuals to explain their equivalence fails.26 Simply embracing propositions, instead of approximating them with counterfactuals involving tokens, would solve the problem. The second attempt to meet Smith’s objections that is important to mention is Joshua Mozersky’s, who defends the date-analysis version of the attempt to give tenseless truthconditions for tensed sentences.27 He conducts an excellent discussion of the implications of a direct-reference theory of indexicals applied to temporal indexicals, which the theory I have proposed can simply appropriate, but the key to his defense of the date-analysis view is his claim that the context which determines what proposition is expressed by a token is essential to the token. In other words, he thinks he can tie the token to its expressed proposition without resorting to token-reflexive truth-conditions. If this move is effective, it would defeat Smith’s arguments against the date-analysis truth-conditions view, because those arguments crucially rely on the possibility of the very same sentence token being uttered at a different date. His argument for this claim? “Since these utterances [tokens of a sentence in two different possible
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For the seminal paper on the topic, see Shope (1978). The conditional fallacy shows up in the familiar “masking” and “finking” issues in counterfactual analyses of causation and in many other places. 26 See Torre (2009), 333, for a different sort of example that also exploits the conditional fallacy in Dyke’s analysis. 27 Mozersky (2000) and (2001).



18 worlds] are semantic entities, they must be individuated differently than other sorts of events: if they differ in content, then they are different utterances.”28 In other words, according to Mozersky, it is because a tensed sentence token would express a different proposition if it were uttered at a different time that this must be impossible, because the semantic content (the expressed proposition) of the token is essential to it. Now, I follow Stephen Torre in finding this rather implausible, but suppose that it is true: then the date-analysis theory can successfully identify tenseless truth-conditions for tensed sentence tokens, but it only does so by tying those tokens essentially to the propositions they express. So it is really the propositions that matter, not the tokens. Why not make the proposition the locus of ontological commitment? If that is done, there is no need for the new tenseless theory to commit to an implausible view of the relation between sentence-tokens and the propositions they express. Moreover, as Torre points out, we leave untokened tensed truths (which Torre argues do intuitively exist) unexplained, which suggests that it is really the propositions and not the tokens which express them that matter. The third attempt to meet Smith’s objections is Torre’s, who claims that there are true versions of both the date-analysis and token-reflexive truth-conditions for tenseless sentences. He accepts somewhat different formulations than either Dyke (because of the counterfactual problem) or Mozersky (because he finds it implausible that sentence tokens are necessarily tied to the propositions they express). Both sets of truth-conditions that Torre finds satisfactory, though, importantly involve reference to the propositions expressed by the sentence-tokens which are being analyzed, and that shows that it is really the propositions that matter, not the tokens. Here are the two sets of truth-conditions that Torre finds satisfactory: TR3 (the satisfactory token-reflexive truth-conditions): for any token, u, of ‘e is now,’ u is true (i.e. expresses a true proposition) iff e is simultaneous with u. 28



Mozersky (2001), 409.



19 DT2 (the satisfactory date-analysis truth-conditions): for any token, u, of ‘e is now’ produced at t, the proposition expressed by u at t is such that it is true iff e occurs at t.29 The difference between the two sets of truth-conditions is that the token-reflexive version gives truth-conditions for the token itself (while making reference to the proposition expressed by the token), while the date-analysis version gives truth-conditions for the proposition expressed by the token (while making reference to the token expressing the truth-conditions). This version of the token-reflexive truth-condition theory avoids Smith’s objections and the counterfactual problem that infects Dyke’s reply because it can appeal to the proposition expressed by the token to explain the equivalence of the two sentences. This version of the date-analysis truth-condition theory can avoid Smith’s objections and Mozersky’s implausible commitments because it gives truth-conditions for the proposition rather than for the sentence-token, avoiding the whole question of whether the proposition is essential to the sentence-token. So these two sets of truth-conditions avoid Smith’s objections. However, Torre himself points out their limitations: because both sets continue to make essential reference to sentence tokens, they do not give an account of tensed truths which are not actually expressed by a token, like the fact that it might be true that the forest is on fire now even if there weren’t a token of the sentence “the forest is on fire now.” In other words, the giving of truth-conditions for sentence tokens does not account for token-independent truths. The best hope for a truth-condition approach is to employ counterfactuals, but then the conditional fallacy rears its head once more. Making propositions themselves the locus of ontological commitment would solve this problem. The fourth and final attempt to meet Smith’s objections that I will discuss is the oldest, L.A. Paul’s “sentence-type” version of the new tenseless theory of time. Paul suggests that, instead of giving truth-conditions for sentence tokens, B-theorists should give truth-conditions 29



Torre (2009), 330.



20 for sentence-types evaluated relative to a context.30 It is important that the sentence-type be relative to a context here, because without that condition, this collapses back into paraphrase, because a paraphrase is just a sentence-type which gives truth-conditions for another sentencetype (not relative to a context). Moreover, the “context” that the sentence-type is evaluated in must not itself require a tokening of the sentence-type, or else this just collapses into the various sentence-token truth-conditions views. And this is the source of the problems with Paul’s attempt. In the first place, this really amounts to an attempt to make propositions the locus of ontological commitment, because a context of evaluation is what takes a sentence-type to a proposition (the content of the utterance). In the second place, this is really an imperfect attempt to make propositions the locus of ontological commitment, and problems result. For many sentence-types, especially those involving indexicals, the tokening of the sentence-type is an essential part of the context of evaluation that determines what the token expresses. For instance, if I want to evaluate the sentence “The sentence being uttered now is idiotic,” I need to understand the context, which must include the tokening itself. Is the utterer referring to that very sentence? Or is he holding up a sign inscribed with this sentence during a speech, referring to something in that speech? It is simply indeterminate what that sentence says and whether it is true or false, unless there is a context of evaluation that includes a tokening of the sentence. I suspect that the context of evaluation for a sentence-type will always include some sort of imagined (read: counterfactual) tokening of the sentence-type, and that collapses Paul’s view into the views which give truth-conditions for sentence-tokens. The solution to this series of problems is to make propositions the locus of ontological commitment. The best replies to Smith’s objections do exactly that, but do so incompletely. The move to truth-conditions of sentence tokens as a criterion for ontological commitment therefore 30



Interestingly, this is the approach that Torre suggests at the end of his paper – Torre (2009), 343.



21 doesn’t solve all the problems with indexicals that infected its predecessor criterion, paraphrases of sentence-types. Moreover, even the best of the replies to Smith’s objections are still subject to the next two problems. Second, the giving of truth-conditions, like the giving of paraphrases for sentence-types, lacks a direction. Paraphrase can be a way into or out of ontological commitment, and the same goes for truth-conditions. Even if tenseless truth-conditions can be given for tensed sentences, so too (as others have noted) can tensed truth-conditions be given for tenseless sentences, though such truth-conditions will vary depending on when the truth-conditions are given. Suppose that the sentence “it is now raining” tokened at t3 is true if and only if it is raining at t3; so too the sentence “it is raining at t3” is true if and only if it is now raining (if it is now t3). Or, if t3 is two days past, then the sentence “it is raining at t3” is true if and only if it was raining two days ago. And so on – the point is that the existence of truth conditions for a sentence token is insufficient to determine whether the statement of those conditions determines the ontological commitment of the token. Ontological explanation solves this problem because it has a direction. It is the base proposition that determines ontological commitment. Third, if the giving of truth-conditions is sufficient to get out of apparent ontological commitment, then it is too easy to get out of apparent ontological commitment because it is too easy to find conditions which are necessary and sufficient for the truth of a sentence.31 Suppose you believe that God exists, and that God is a necessary being, so necessarily God exists. You want to know what your ontological commitments are. You notice that, given that God is a necessary being, “God exists” is true if and only if two plus two equals four. You conclude that you aren’t really committed to the existence of God, but only to mathematical truths (perhaps



31



The previous problem, about direction, also amounts to a claim that finding truth-conditions is too easy. This argument points out another reason that this is true, however.



22 numbers, if anything at all). This is obviously ridiculous. Why? You have given truth-conditions, but that is too broad; any necessary truth is necessary and sufficient for any other necessary truth. We need some way to narrow the locus of ontological commitment down to some subset of the statements of truth-conditions (statements of necessary and sufficient conditions). Why are you still committed to God? Because it is not that case that what it is for God to exist is for two plus two to equal four. If p ontologically explains q, then p is necessary and sufficient for q; but there is more to p’s ontologically explaining q than its being necessary and sufficient for it. So ontological explanation is narrow in the right way, and truth-conditions are entirely too broad, too easy to come by, to serve as a criterion of ontological commitment.32



4. Satisfactory Versions of the New Tenseless Theory of Time: Truthmakers The second common replacement for paraphrase as the way out of ontological commitment has been the finding of truthmakers. The corresponding version of the new tenseless theory of time claims that there are tenseless truthmakers for tensed sentences. Not all of those who have taken this route have called them truthmakers, though. Michelle Beer originally claimed that it is the event reported by the proposition that is relevant for the ontological commitment (and so called her theory the co-reporting theory of tensed and tenseless sentences), though she has adopted the language of truthmakers in her more recent work; Clifford Williams claims that it is the state of affairs referred to by the proposition that matters.33 According to this view, the sentence “Jeff is eating now” uttered at t1 and the sentence “Jeff is eating at t1” are made true by the very same state of affairs, namely Jeff’s eating at t1, which is a tenseless state of affairs. 32



Interestingly, this is one advantage that paraphrase has over truth-conditions as a criterion of ontological commitment. Paraphrase is narrower than truth-conditions. 33 See Beer (1994) and (2010) as well as Clifford Williams (2003).



23 I will argue that this view very likely is adequate, but that it is not a competitor to the view I have advanced because it entails the view I have advanced. The first step toward seeing that the truthmaker view of ontological commitment entails the view I have advanced (call it the “base proposition” view) is to notice that a sentence does not carry an ontological commitment to its actual truthmakers but only to whatever is minimally necessary to make it true. For example, the sentence “there is a human being in the room” does not carry a commitment to the particular human being in the room that is presently making the sentence true (say, Jeff), because the sentence could easily be made true by any other human being. Instead, the sentence carries an ontological commitment to some human being or other. And “what is minimally necessary to make a proposition true” is in turn given by another proposition, a statement of what is minimally necessary to make a proposition true. It won’t be a state of affairs, because after all even false propositions (propositions without anything making them true) can carry ontological commitments.34 The second step toward seeing that the truthmaker view of ontological commitment entails the “base proposition” view that I have advanced is to notice that the proposition that states what is minimally necessary to make the other sentence/proposition (p) true – call it the “statement of the minimum truthmaker” (SMT) for p – is p’s base proposition. The statement of the minimum truthmaker of a proposition p is sufficient for p, because if A makes q true then the proposition that A exists entails q. The statement of the minimum truthmaker for p is also



34



It is important to note that the notion of “what is minimally necessary to make a proposition true” is significantly different than David Armstrong’s notion of a minimal truthmaker. A minimal truthmaker for a proposition, according to Armstrong, is an entity which makes the proposition true and which is the sort of thing that if you subtract from it it will no longer make the proposition true. So a group of four electrons is not a minimal truthmaker for the proposition that there are electrons, but an individual electron is. That individual electron is not minimally necessary to make the proposition true in my sense, however, because a different electron could make the proposition true. This allows my view to escape from one of Jonathan Schaffer’s objections to the truthmaker view of ontological commitment, what he calls the “uniqueness problem.” See Schaffer (2008), 14, and Johnson (unpublished a).



24 necessary for p, because it states what is minimally necessary to make p true. So the SMT for p is both necessary and sufficient for p. Finally, the SMT for p seems to “say the same thing” or “pick out the same portion of reality” as p does (after all, the two propositions have the same truthmakers, or in Beer’s terms “report” the same event or state of affairs), but the SMT gets somehow closer to the reality of the situation or describes it more directly. That is exactly the situation of the base proposition of p; if q ontologically explains p, then they report the same piece of reality, but q is somehow closer to reality or more fundamental than p. (Notice that any given SMT will also state what is minimally necessary for itself to be made true and so is its own SMT; any base proposition is also its own base proposition.) Consider an example: if what is minimally necessary to make it true that there is a human being is for there to exist an animal, a property of rationality, and an instantial tie between them, then surely what it is for there to be a human is for there to be an animal, a property of rationality, and an instantial tie between them. So as it turns out, if the truthmaker criterion of ontological commitment is correct, the “base proposition” view is also correct. Saying (with the truthmaker view) that a proposition’s ontological commitments are given by the statement of what is minimally necessary to make it true entails saying that its ontological commitments are determined by features of its base proposition, because the statement of the minimum truthmaker for a proposition just is that proposition’s base proposition.35 The three problems with the truth-conditions criterion that were identified in the last section do not apply to the truthmaker criterion. It handles indexicals without trouble. It does seem to have a direction, as the specification of what is minimally necessary to make a sentence 35



All of this assumes, of course, the conception of propositions that I have advanced, which allows indexicals to be eliminable from propositions and allows for an element in addition to propositions that individuates beliefs. On Beer’s picture of propositions, which doesn’t allow for the eliminability of indexicals, ontological explanation should not be thought of as a relation between propositions at all, and so my definition of a “base proposition” would have to be rethought along with the whole line of argument that employs it.



25 or proposition true does seem to describe the reality which corresponds to that proposition in the most fundamental way. Finally, the “too easy” objection doesn’t apply, despite Jonathan Schaffer’s objection to the contrary.36 If all it was for A to make p true was for A’s existence to necessitate p, then the “too easy” objection would apply, because then identifying what is minimally necessary to make p true would just amount to identifying truth-conditions for p. And some have thought that this is all there is to truthmaking (just necessitation). This account of truthmaking, however, is patently inadequate, because it follows that everything makes necessary truths true, and that is clearly false. Schaffer’s objections that rely on the necessitation account of truthmaking really amount to objections to that account of truthmaking, not to the truthmaker criterion of ontological commitment. Now, this is not the place for a full reply to all of Schaffer’s objections to the truthmaker view, though I have replied to two of those in the body of the paper and a footnote. I will content myself with claiming that if the truthmaker view is true, then it does not compete with my “base proposition” view.37



5. The Indexical Reply Again My goal has been to bring the discussion of the nature of ontological commitment to the forefront of the debate over the new tenseless theory of time, where it belongs. I have advanced a criterion of ontological commitment (the “base proposition” view) and argued that the extant versions of the new tenseless theory are either inadequate because their underlying criterion of ontological commitment is inadequate (those which identify truth-conditions for sentences) or adequate because they entail the criterion I have advanced (those which identify truthmakers).



36 37



Schaffer (2008), 11-13. For a full reply to the rest of his objections, see Johnson (unpublished a).



26 I will conclude with a final note on the dialectical situation. It would be a dialectical mistake for A-theorists simply to criticize my account and Beer’s account and then think that their theory has thereby been supported. The objections to the truth-conditions versions of the new tenseless theory all apply equally well to similar truth-conditions theories of sentences employing other sorts of indexicals. For example, consider one of Smith’s arguments against the token-reflexive truth-conditions version of the new tenseless theory, his charge that it rules that sentences which should be equivalent are not. The very same argument can be made against a token-reflexive account of the truth-conditions of other sorts of indexicals. Consider the following sentences: “I am the chief of police” (call this T) and “the chief of police is me” (call this U). Suppose we claim that tokens of T are true if and only if the person uttering T is the chief of police and tokens of U are true if and only if the person uttering U is the chief of police. The truth-conditions of T and U therefore do not imply each other, even though the sentences seem self-evidently equivalent, because one makes essential reference to T and the other to U. So these token-reflexive truth-conditions fail to explain why the indexicals “me” and “I” should be eliminable for the purposes of ontological commitment. Similar analogues of all of Smith’s arguments against the various truth-conditions versions of the new tenseless theory can be constructed for analogous truth-conditions given for other sorts of indexicals. What this shows is that the objections to the truth-conditions version of the new tenseless theory of time only show that the underlying criterion of ontological commitment is inadequate, and in particular inadequate to explain why the untranslatability of indexicals doesn’t matter for ontological commitment. They do not challenge the connection between A-determinations and tense on the one hand and indexicals on the other. If anything, they reinforce it, by highlighting even further analogies between temporal and other indexicals. Because of this, these attacks



27 don’t challenge the indexical reply to the paraphrase argument (if anything, they provide further support for it), and so do not challenge the new tenseless theory of time in general. The same will be true if A-theorists attack my criterion or Beer’s criterion in such a way as to leave the connection between tense/A-determinations and indexicals unchallenged. (Pressing on my reply to the problem of the essential indexical would be one such misdirected criticism, if the critic is attempting to salvage the paraphrase argument for A-theory.) If Atheorists want to argue for A-theory on the basis of A-language – if they want to salvage the paraphrase argument – they will need to challenge the connection between A-language and indexicals. They will need to argue that A-language does carry ontological commitment to irreducibly tensed features of reality even though indexicals in general do not carry any analogous ontological commitment. Piecemeal attacks on particular versions of the new tenseless theory of time, or even individual attacks on every extant particular version of the new tenseless theory of time, will not accomplish that aim. It will only support the claim that a different version of the new tenseless theory must be found, not that the new tenseless theory (which, after all, is really nothing more than a rough description of a family of theories) is in general false.
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